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1 Introduction
In 2012, the ATLAS and CMS Collaborations reported the observation of a new particle
with a mass of approximately 125 GeV and properties consistent with that of the standard
model (SM) Higgs boson [1{3]. Further studies by the two experiments [4{6], using the
entire LHC Run 1 data set at center-of-mass energies of 7 and 8 TeV indicate agreement
within their uncertainties between the measured properties of the new boson and those
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predicted for the SM Higgs boson [7{12]. The ATLAS and CMS Collaborations have also
published a combined measurement of the Higgs boson mass of mH = 125:090:21 (stat)
0:11 (syst) GeV [13].
The H ! ZZ ! 4` decay channel (` = e; ) has a large signal-to-background ratio,
and the precise reconstruction of the nal-state decay products allows the complete deter-
mination of the kinematics of the Higgs boson. This makes it one of the most important
channels to measure the properties of the Higgs boson. Measurements performed by the
ATLAS and CMS Collaborations using this decay channel with the LHC Run 1 data in-
clude the determination of the mass and spin-parity of the boson [14{18], its width [19{21],
the ducial cross sections [22, 23], and the tensor structure of its interaction with a pair of
neutral gauge bosons [16, 18, 20].
In this paper measurements of properties of the Higgs boson decaying into the four-
lepton nal state in proton-proton (pp) collisions at
p
s = 13 TeV are presented. Events
are classied into categories optimized with respect to those used in ref. [14] to provide
increased sensitivity to subleading production modes of the Higgs boson such as vector
boson fusion (VBF) and associated production with a vector boson (WH, ZH) or top quark
pair (ttH). The signal strength modier, dened as the ratio of the measured Higgs boson
rate in the H ! ZZ ! 4` decay channel to the SM expectation, is measured. The signal
strength modiers for the individual Higgs boson production modes are constrained. In
addition, cross section measurements and dedicated measurements of the mass and width
of the Higgs boson are performed.
This paper is structured as follows: the apparatus and the data samples are described
in section 2 and section 3. Section 4 summarizes the event reconstruction and selection.
Kinematic discriminants and event categorization are discussed in section 5 and section 6.
The background estimation and the signal modelling are reported in section 7 and section 8.
We then discuss the systematic uncertainties in section 9. Finally, section 10 presents event
yields, kinematic distributions, and measured properties.
2 The CMS detector
A detailed description of the CMS detector, together with a denition of the coordinate
system used and the relevant kinematic variables, can be found in ref. [24].
The central feature of the CMS apparatus is a superconducting solenoid of 6 m internal
diameter, providing a magnetic eld of 3.8 T. Within the solenoid volume are a silicon pixel
and strip tracker, a lead tungstate crystal electromagnetic calorimeter (ECAL), and a brass
and scintillator hadron calorimeter (HCAL), each composed of a barrel and two endcap
sections. Forward calorimeters extend the pseudorapidity () coverage provided by the
barrel and endcap detectors. Muons are detected in gas-ionization chambers embedded in
the steel ux-return yoke outside the solenoid.
The silicon tracker measures charged particles within the pseudorapidity range jj <
2:5. It consists of 1440 silicon pixel and 15 148 silicon strip detector modules. For non-
isolated particles with transverse momentum pT between 1 and 10 GeV and jj < 1:4,
the track resolutions are typically 1.5% in pT and 25{90 (45{150)m in the transverse
(longitudinal) impact parameter [25].
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The electromagnetic calorimeter consists of 75 848 lead tungstate crystals, which pro-
vide coverage in pseudorapidity jj < 1:479 in the barrel region (EB) and 1:479 < jj < 3:0
in the two endcap regions (EE). A preshower detector consisting of two planes of silicon
sensors interleaved with a total of 3X0 of lead is located in front of the EE. The elec-
tron momentum is estimated by combining the energy measurement in the ECAL with
the momentum measurement in the tracker. The momentum resolution for electrons with
pT  45 GeV from Z ! ee decays ranges from 1.7% for electrons in the barrel region that
do not shower in the tracker volume to 4.5% for electrons in the endcaps that do shower
in the tracker volume [26].
Muons are measured in the pseudorapidity range jj < 2:4, with detection planes
made using three technologies: drift tubes, cathode strip chambers, and resistive plate
chambers. Matching muons to tracks measured in the silicon tracker results in a relative
transverse momentum resolution for muons with 20 < pT < 100 GeV of 1.3{2.0% in the
barrel (jj < 0:9) and better than 6% in the endcaps (jj > 0:9). The pT resolution in the
barrel is better than 10% for muons with pT up to 1 TeV [27].
The rst level (L1) of the CMS trigger system [28], composed of custom hardware
processors, uses information from the calorimeters and muon detectors to select the most
interesting events in a xed time interval of less than 4 s. The high-level trigger (HLT)
processor farm further decreases the event rate from around 100 kHz to less than 1 kHz,
before data storage.
3 Data and simulated samples
This analysis makes use of pp collision data recorded by the CMS detector in 2016, corre-
sponding to an integrated luminosity of 35:9 fb 1. Collision events are selected by high-level
trigger algorithms that require the presence of leptons passing loose identication and iso-
lation requirements. The main triggers of this analysis select either a pair of electrons or
muons, or an electron and a muon. The minimal transverse momentum with respect to
the beam axis of the leading electron (muon) is 23 (17) GeV, while that of the subleading
lepton is 12 (8) GeV. To maximize the signal acceptance, triggers requiring three leptons
with lower pT thresholds and no isolation requirement are also used, as are isolated single-
electron and single-muon triggers with the thresholds of 27 GeV and 22 GeV, respectively.
The overall trigger eciency for simulated signal events that pass the full selection chain of
this analysis (described in section 4) is larger than 99%. The trigger eciency is measured
in data with a method based on the \tag-and-probe" technique [29] using a sample of 4`
events collected by the single-lepton triggers. Leptons passing the single-lepton triggers
are used as tags and the other three leptons are used as probes. The eciency in data is
found to be in agreement with the expectation from simulation.
The Monte Carlo (MC) simulation samples for the signals and the relevant background
processes are used to estimate backgrounds, optimize the event selection, and evaluate the
acceptance and systematic uncertainties. The SM Higgs boson signals are generated at
next-to-leading order (NLO) in perturbative quantum chromodynamics (pQCD) with the
powheg 2.0 [30{32] generator for the ve main production modes: gluon fusion (gg ! H),
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vector boson fusion (qq! qqH), and associated production (WH, ZH, and ttH). For WH
and ZH the minlo hvj [33] extension of powheg 2.0 is used. The cross sections for the
various signal processes are taken from ref. [34], and in particular the cross section for the
dominant gluon fusion production mode is taken from ref. [35]. The default set of parton
distribution functions (PDFs) used in all simulations is NNPDF30 nlo as 0118 [36]. The
decay of the Higgs boson to four leptons is modeled with jhugen 7.0.2 [37, 38]. In the case
of ZH and ttH, the Higgs boson is also allowed to decay as H! ZZ! 2`2X where X stands
for either a quark or a neutrino, thus accounting for four-lepton events where two leptons
originate from the decay of the associated Z boson or top quarks. In all of the simulated
samples, vector bosons are allowed to decay to  -leptons such that this contribution is
included in all estimations.
To generate a more accurate signal model, the pT spectrum of the Higgs boson was
tuned in the powheg simulation of the dominant gluon fusion production mode to better
match predictions from full phase space calculations implemented in the hres 2.3 genera-
tor [39, 40].
The SM ZZ background contribution from quark-antiquark annihilation is generated
at NLO pQCD with powheg 2.0, while the gg! ZZ process is generated at leading order
(LO) with mcfm [41].
All signal and background generators are interfaced with pythia 8.212 [42] tune
CUETP8M1 [43] to simulate multiple parton interactions, the underlying event, and the
fragmentation and hadronization eects. The generated events are processed through a
detailed simulation of the CMS detector based on Geant4 [44, 45] and are reconstructed
with the same algorithms that are used for data. The simulated events include overlapping
pp interactions (pileup) and have been reweighted so that the distribution of the number
of interactions per LHC bunch crossing in simulation matches that observed in data.
4 Event reconstruction and selection
Event reconstruction is based on the particle-ow (PF) algorithm [46], which exploits in-
formation from all the CMS subdetectors to identify and reconstruct individual particles in
the event. The PF candidates are classied as charged hadrons, neutral hadrons, photons,
electrons, or muons, and they are then used to build higher-level observables such as jets
and lepton isolation quantities.
Electrons with peT > 7 GeV are reconstructed within the geometrical acceptance dened
by a pseudorapidity jej < 2:5. Electrons are identied using a multivariate discriminant
that includes observables sensitive to the presence of bremsstrahlung along the electron tra-
jectory, the geometrical and momentum-energy matching between the electron trajectory
and the associated energy cluster in the ECAL, the shape of the electromagnetic shower in
the ECAL, and variables that discriminate against electrons originating from photon con-
versions such as the number of expected but missing pixel hits and the conversion vertex
t probability.
Muons within the geometrical acceptance jj < 2:4 and pT > 5 GeV are reconstructed
by combining information from the silicon tracker and the muon system [27]. The matching
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between the inner and outer tracks proceeds either outside-in, starting from a track in the
muon system, or inside-out, starting from a track in the silicon tracker. In the latter case,
tracks that match track segments in only one or two planes of the muon system are also
considered in the analysis to collect very low-pT muons that may not have sucient energy
to penetrate the entire muon system. The muons are selected among the reconstructed
muon track candidates by applying minimal requirements on the track in both the muon
system and inner tracker system, and taking into account compatibility with small energy
deposits in the calorimeters.
To suppress muons originating from in-ight decays of hadrons and electrons from
photon conversions, we require each lepton track to have the ratio of the impact parameter
in three dimensions, computed with respect to the chosen primary vertex position, and its
uncertainty to be less than 4. The primary vertex is dened as the reconstructed vertex with
the largest value of summed physics-object p2T, where the physics objects are the objects
returned by a jet nding algorithm [47, 48] applied to all charged tracks associated with the
vertex, plus the corresponding associated missing transverse energy, EmissT , dened as the
magnitude of the vector sum of the transverse momenta of all reconstructed PF candidates
(charged or neutral) in the event.
To discriminate between prompt leptons from Z boson decay and those arising from
electroweak decays of hadrons within jets, an isolation requirement for leptons of I` < 0:35
is imposed, where the relative isolation is dened as
I` 
X
pchargedT + max
h
0;
X
pneutralT +
X
pT   pPUT (`)
i
=p`T: (4.1)
The isolation sums involved are all restricted to a volume bounded by a cone of angular
radius R = 0:3 around the lepton direction at the primary vertex, where the angular dis-
tance between two particles i and j is R(i; j) =
p
(i   j)2 + (i   j)2. The P pchargedT
is the scalar sum of the transverse momenta of charged hadrons originating from the chosen
primary vertex of the event. The
P
pneutralT and
P
pT are the scalar sums of the transverse
momenta for neutral hadrons and photons, respectively. Since the isolation variable is
particularly sensitive to energy deposits from pileup interactions, a pPUT (`) contribution is
subtracted, using two dierent techniques. For muons, we dene pPUT ()  0:5
P
i p
PU;i
T ,
where i runs over the momenta of the charged hadron PF candidates not originating from
the primary vertex, and the factor of 0.5 corrects for the dierent fraction of charged and
neutral particles in the cone. For electrons, the FastJet technique [48{50] is used, in
which pPUT (e)  Ae, where the eective area Ae is the geometric area of the isolation
cone scaled by a factor that accounts for the residual dependence of the average pileup
deposition on the  of the electron, and  is the median of the pT density distribution of
neutral particles within the area of any jet in the event.
An algorithm is used to recover the nal-state radiation (FSR) from leptons. Photons
reconstructed by the PF algorithm within j j < 2:4 are considered as FSR candidates if
they pass pT > 2 GeV and I < 1:8, where the photon relative isolation I is dened as
for the leptons in eq. (4.1). Associating every such photon to the closest selected lepton
in the event, we discard photons that do not satisfy R(; `)=(pT)
2 < 0:012 GeV 2 and
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R(; `) < 0:5. We nally retain the lowest-R(; `)=(pT)
2 photon candidate of every
lepton, if any. Photons thus identied are excluded from any isolation computation.
The momentum scale and resolution for electrons and muons are calibrated in bins of
p`T and 
` using the decay products of known dilepton resonances. The electron momen-
tum scale is corrected with a Z! e+e  sample by matching the peak of the reconstructed
dielectron mass spectrum in data to the one in simulation. A pseudorandom Gaussian
smearing is applied to electron energies in simulation to make the Z ! e+e  mass reso-
lution match the one in data [51]. Muon momenta are calibrated using a Kalman lter
approach [52], using J= meson and Z boson decays.
A \tag-and-probe" technique based on inclusive samples of Z boson events in data and
simulation is used to measure the eciency of the reconstruction and selection for prompt
electrons and muons in several bins of p`T and 
`. The dierence in the eciencies measured
in simulation and data, which on average is 1% (4%) per muon (electron), is used to rescale
the selection eciency in the simulated samples.
Jets are reconstructed from the PF candidates, clustered by the anti-kT algorithm [47,
48] with a distance parameter of 0.4, and with the constraint that the charged particles
are compatible with the primary vertex. The jet momentum is determined as the vector
sum of all particle momenta in the jet, and is found in the simulation to reproduce the true
momentum at the 5 to 10% level over the whole pT spectrum and detector acceptance. Jet
energy scale corrections are derived from the simulation and conrmed with measurements
examining the energy balance in dijet, multijet, +jet, and leptonic Z=+jet events [53, 54].
Jet energies in simulation are smeared to match the resolution in data. To be considered
in the analysis, jets must satisfy pjetT > 30 GeV and jjetj < 4:7, and be separated from all
selected lepton candidates and any selected FSR photon by R(`=; jet) > 0:4.
For event categorization, jets are tagged as b-jets using the Combined Secondary Vertex
algorithm [55, 56] which combines information about the impact parameter signicance, the
secondary vertex and the jet kinematics. The variables are combined using a multilayer
perceptron approach to compute the b tagging discriminator. Data-to-simulation scale
factors for the b tagging eciency are applied as a function of jet pT, , and avor. The
EmissT is also used for the event categorization.
The event selection is designed to extract signal candidates from events containing at
least four well-identied and isolated leptons, each originating from the primary vertex
and possibly accompanied by an FSR photon candidate. In what follows, unless otherwise
stated, FSR photons are included in invariant mass computations.
First, Z boson candidates are formed with pairs of leptons (e+e , + ) of the same
avor and opposite sign (OS) and required to pass 12 < m`+`  < 120 GeV. They are then
combined into ZZ candidates, wherein we denote as Z1 the Z candidate with an invariant
mass closest to the nominal Z boson mass (mZ) [57], and as Z2 the other one. The avors
of the leptons involved dene three mutually exclusive subchannels: 4e, 4, and 2e2.
To be considered for the analysis, ZZ candidates have to pass a set of kinematic re-
quirements that improve the sensitivity to Higgs boson decays. The Z1 invariant mass
must be larger than 40 GeV. All leptons must be separated in angular space by at least
R(`i; `j) > 0:02. At least two leptons are required to have pT > 10 GeV and at least
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one is required to have pT > 20 GeV. For Z1Z2 candidates composed of four same avor
leptons, an alternative pairing ZaZb can be formed out of the same four leptons. We dis-
card the Z1Z2 candidate if m(Za) is closer to mZ than m(Z1) and m(Zb) < 12 GeV. This
protects against events that contain an on-shell Z and a low-mass dilepton resonance. In
events with only four leptons this requirement leads to the event being discarded, while in
events with more than four leptons other ZZ candidates are considered. To further sup-
press events with leptons originating from hadron decays in jet fragmentation or from the
decay of low-mass hadronic resonances, all four OS lepton pairs that can be built with the
four leptons (irrespective of avor) are required to satisfy m`+`0  > 4 GeV, where selected
FSR photons are disregarded in the invariant mass computation. Finally, the four-lepton
invariant mass m4` must be larger than 70 GeV.
In events where more than one ZZ candidate passes the above selection, the candidate
with the highest value of Dkinbkg (dened in section 5) is retained, except when two candidates
consist of the same four leptons in which case the candidate with the Z1 mass closest tomZ is
retained. The additional leptons that do not form the ZZ candidate but pass identication,
vertex compatibility, and isolation requirements are used in the event categorization, see
section 6.
5 Kinematic discriminants and event-by-event mass uncertainty
The full kinematic information from each event using either the Higgs boson decay products
or associated particles in its production is extracted using matrix element calculations
and is used to form several kinematic discriminants. These computations rely on the
mela package [37, 38, 58] and use jhugen matrix elements for the signal and mcfm
matrix elements for the background. The decay kinematics of the scalar H boson and
the production kinematics of gluon fusion in association with one jet (H+1 jet) or two
jets (H+2 jets), VBF, ZH, and WH associated production are explored in this analysis.
The kinematics of the full event are described by decay observables ~
H!4` or observables
describing associated production ~
H+JJ. The denition of these observables can be found
in refs. [37, 38, 58].
The discriminant sensitive to the gg=qq! 4` kinematics is calculated as [2, 16]
Dkinbkg =
"
1 +
Pqqbkg(~
H!4`jm4`)
Pggsig(~
H!4`jm4`)
# 1
; (5.1)
where Pggsig is the probability density for an event to be consistent with the signal and
Pqqbkg is the corresponding probability density for the dominant qq! ZZ! 4` background
process, all calculated either with the jhugen or mcfm matrix elements within the mela
framework.
Four discriminants are used to enhance the purity of event categories as described
in section 6. D2 jet is the discriminant sensitive to the VBF signal topology with two
associated jets, D1 jet is the discriminant sensitive to the VBF signal topology with one
associated jet, and DWH or DZH are the discriminants sensitive to the ZH or WH signal
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topologies with two associated jets from the decay of the Z! qq or the W! qq0:
D2 jet =
"
1 +
PHJJ(~
H+JJjm4`)
PVBF(~
H+JJjm4`)
# 1
D1 jet =
"
1 +
PHJ(~
H+Jjm4`)R
dJPVBF(~
H+JJjm4`)
# 1
DWH =
"
1 +
PHJJ(~
H+JJjm4`)
PWH(~
H+JJjm4`)
# 1
DZH =
"
1 +
PHJJ(~
H+JJjm4`)
PZH(~
H+JJjm4`)
# 1
(5.2)
where PVBF, PHJJ, PHJ, and PVH are probability densities obtained from the jhugen ma-
trix elements for the VBF, H+2 jets, H+1 jet, and VH (V = W;Z) processes, respectively.
The expression
R
dJPVBF is the integral of the two-jet VBF matrix element probability
density discussed above over the J values of the unobserved jet with the constraint that
the total transverse momentum of the H + 2 jets system is zero. By construction, all
discriminants dened in eqs. (5.1) and (5.2) have values bounded between 0 and 1.
The uncertainty in the momentum measurement can be predicted for each lepton.
For muons, the full covariance matrix is obtained from the muon track t, and the direc-
tional uncertainties are negligibly small. For the electrons, the momentum uncertainty is
estimated from the combination of the ECAL and tracker measurements, neglecting the
uncertainty in the track direction. The uncertainty in the kinematics at the per-lepton level
is then propagated to the four-lepton candidate to predict the mass uncertainty (Dmass)
on an event-by-event basis. For FSR photons, a parametrization obtained from simulation
is used for the uncertainty in the photon pT. The per-lepton momentum uncertainties are
corrected in data and simulation using Z boson events. Events are divided into dierent
categories based on the predicted dilepton mass resolution. A Breit-Wigner parameteri-
zation convolved with a double-sided Crystal Ball function [59] is then t to the dilepton
mass distribution in each category to extract the resolution and compare it to the predicted
resolution. Corrections to the lepton momentum uncertainty are derived through an iter-
ative procedure in dierent bins of lepton pT and . After the corrections are derived, a
closure test of the agreement between the predicted and tted 4` mass resolution is per-
formed in data and in simulation, in bins of the predicted 4` mass resolution, conrming
that the calibration brings it close to the tted value. A systematic uncertainty of 20% in
the 4` mass resolution is assigned to cover the residual dierences between the predicted
and tted resolutions.
6 Event categorization
To improve the sensitivity to the various Higgs boson production mechanisms, the selected
events are classied into mutually exclusive categories. The category denitions exploit
the jet multiplicity, the number of b-tagged jets, the number of additional leptons (dened
as leptons that pass identication, vertex compatibility, and isolation requirements, but do
not form the ZZ candidate), and requirements on the kinematic discriminants described in
section 5.
Seven categories are dened, using the criteria applied in the following order (i.e. an
event is considered for the subsequent category only if it does not satisfy the requirements
of the previous category):
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 The VBF-2jet-tagged category requires exactly four leptons. In addition, there must
be either two or three jets of which at most one is b tagged, or four or more jets none
of which are b-tagged. Finally, D2 jet > 0:5 is required.
 The VH-hadronic-tagged category requires exactly four leptons. In addition, there
must be two or three jets, or four or more jets none of which are b-tagged. DVH 
max(DZH;DWH) > 0:5 is required.
 The VH-leptonic-tagged category requires no more than three jets and no b-tagged
jets in the event, and exactly one additional lepton or one additional pair of OS,
same-avor leptons. This category also includes events with no jets and at least one
additional lepton.
 The ttH-tagged category requires at least four jets of which at least one is b tagged,
or at least one additional lepton.
 The VH-EmissT -tagged category requires exactly four leptons, no more than one jet
and EmissT greater than 100 GeV.
 The VBF-1jet-tagged category requires exactly four leptons, exactly one jet and
D1 jet > 0:5.
 The Untagged category consists of the remaining selected events.
The denitions of the categories were chosen to achieve high signal purity whilst main-
taining high eciency for each of the main Higgs boson production mechanisms. The order
of the categories is chosen to maximize the signal purity target in each category. Figure 1
shows the relative signal purity of the seven event categories for the various Higgs boson
production processes. The VBF-1jet-tagged and VH-hadronic-tagged categories are ex-
pected to have substantial contamination from gluon fusion, while the purity of the VBF
process in the VBF-2jet-tagged category is expected to be about 49%.
7 Background estimation
7.1 Irreducible backgrounds
The irreducible backgrounds to the Higgs boson signal in the 4` channel, which come from
the production of ZZ via qq annihilation or gluon fusion, are estimated using simulation.
The fully dierential cross section for the qq ! ZZ process has been computed at next-
to-next-to-leading order (NNLO) [60], and the NNLO/NLO K-factor as a function of mZZ
has been applied to the powheg sample. This K-factor varies from 1.0 to 1.2 and is
1.1 at mZZ = 125 GeV. Additional NLO electroweak corrections, which depend on the
initial state quark avor and kinematics, are also applied in the region mZZ > 2mZ where
the corrections have been computed [61]. The uncertainty due to missing electroweak
corrections in the region mZZ < 2mZ is expected to be small compared to the uncertainties
in the pQCD calculation.
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0.51 expected events
 (13 TeV)-135.9 fbCMS
Figure 1. Relative signal purity in the seven event categories in terms of the ve main production
mechanisms of the Higgs boson in the 118 < m4` < 130 GeV mass window are shown. The WH,
ZH, and ttH processes are split according to the decay of the associated particles, where X denotes
anything other than an electron or a muon. Numbers indicate the total expected signal event yields
in each category.
The production of ZZ via gluon fusion contributes at NNLO in pQCD. It has been
shown [62] that the soft-collinear approximation is able to describe the background cross
section and the interference term at NNLO. Further calculations also show that at NLO
the K-factor for the signal and background [63] and at NNLO the K-factor for the signal
and interference terms [64] are very similar. Therefore, the same K-factor used for the
signal is also used for the background [65]. The NNLO K-factor for the signal is obtained
as a function of mZZ using the hnnlo v2 program [40, 66, 67] by calculating the NNLO
and LO gg ! H ! 2`2`0 cross sections at the small H boson decay width of 4.1 MeV and
taking their ratios. The NNLO/LO K-factor for gg ! ZZ varies from 2.0 to 2.6 and is 2.27
at mZZ = 125 GeV; a systematic uncertainty of 10% in its determination when applied to
the background process is used in the analysis.
7.2 Reducible backgrounds
Additional backgrounds to the Higgs boson signal in the 4` channel arise from processes in
which heavy avor jets produce secondary leptons, and also from processes in which decays
of heavy avor hadrons, in-ight decays of light mesons within jets, or (for electrons)
the decay of charged hadrons overlapping with 0 decays, are misidentied as prompt
leptons. We denote these reducible backgrounds as \Z+X" since the dominant process
producing them is Z+jets, while subdominant processes in order of importance are tt+jets,
Z + jets, WZ + jets, and WW + jets. In the case of Z + jets, the photon may convert
to an e+e  pair with one of the decay products not being reconstructed, giving rise to
a signature with three prompt leptons. The contribution from the reducible background
is estimated using two independent methods having dedicated control regions in data.
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The control regions are dened by a dilepton pair satisfying all the requirements of a
Z1 candidate and two additional leptons, OS or same-sign (SS), satisfying certain relaxed
identication requirements when compared to those used in the analysis. These four leptons
are then required to pass the ZZ candidate selection. The event yield in the signal region is
obtained by weighting the control region events by the lepton misidentication probability
(or misidentication rate) f , dened as the fraction of nonsignal leptons that are identied
by the analysis selection criteria.
The lepton misidentication rates fe and f are determined from data, separately for
the SS and OS methods, using a control region dened by a Z1 candidate and exactly
one additional lepton passing the relaxed selection. The Z1 candidate consists of a pair
of leptons, each of which passes the selection requirements used in the analysis. For the
OS method, the mass of the Z1 candidate is required to satisfy jm(Z1)  mZj < 7 GeV to
reduce the contribution of (asymmetric) photon conversions, which is estimated separately.
In the SS method, the contribution from photon conversions is estimated by determining
an average misidentication rate. Furthermore the EmissT is required to be less than 25 GeV
to suppress contamination from WZ and tt processes. The fraction of these events in which
the additional lepton passes the selection requirements used in the analysis gives the lepton
misidentication rate f . The lepton misidentication rates is measured as a function of p`T
and j`j and is assumed to be independent of the presence of any additional leptons.
7.2.1 Method using OS leptons
The control region for the OS method consists of events with a Z1 candidate and two
additional OS leptons of the same-avor. The expected yield in the signal region is obtained
from two categories of events.
The rst category is composed of events with two leptons that pass (P) the tight
lepton identication requirements and two leptons that pass the loose identication but
fail (F) the tight identication, and is denoted as the 2P2F region. Backgrounds, which
intrinsically have only two prompt leptons, such as Z + jets and tt, are estimated with
this control region. To obtain the expected yield in the signal region, each event i in the
2P2F region is weighted by a factor [f i3=(1   f i3)][f i4=(1   f i4)], where f i3 and f i4 are the
misidentication rates for the third and fourth lepton, respectively.
The second category consists of events where exactly one of the two additional leptons
passes the analysis selection, and is referred to as the 3P1F region. Backgrounds with three
prompt leptons, such as WZ + jets and Z + jets with the photon converting to e+e , are
estimated using this region. To obtain the expected yield in the signal region, each event
j in the 3P1F region is weighted by a factor f j4=(1  f j4 ), where f j4 is the misidentication
rate for the lepton that does not pass the analysis selection. The contribution from ZZ
events to the 3P1F region (NZZ3P1F), which arises from events where a prompt lepton fails
the identication requirements, is estimated from simulation and scaled with a factor wZZ
appropriate to the integrated luminosity of the analyzed data set.
The contamination of 2P2F-type processes in the 3P1F region is estimated asP
if[f i3=(1   f i3)] + [f i4=(1   f i4)]g and contributes an amount equal to
P
if2[f i3=(1  
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f i3)][f
i
4=(1   f i4)]g to the expected yield in the signal region. This amount is subtracted
from the total background estimate to avoid double counting.
The total reducible background estimate in the signal region coming from the two
categories 2P2F and 3P1F without double counting, N reducibleSR , can be written as:
N reducibleSR =
N3P1FX
j
f j4
1  f j4
  wZZ
NZZ3P1FX
j
f j4
1  f j4
 
N2P2FX
i
f i3
1  f i3
f i4
1  f i4
; (7.1)
where N3P1F and N2P2F are the number of events in the 3P1F and 2P2F regions,
respectively.
7.2.2 Method using SS leptons
The control region for the SS method, referred to as the 2P2LSS region, consists of events
with a Z1 candidate and two additional SS leptons of same-avor. These two additional
leptons are required to pass the loose selection requirements for leptons.
The contribution of photon conversions to the electron misidentication probability f
is estimated. Its linear dependence on the fraction of loose electrons in the sample with
tracks having one missing hit in the pixel detector, rmiss, is used to derive a corrected
misidentication rate ~f . The dependence is determined by measuring f in samples with
dierent values of rmiss formed by varying the requirements on jm`1`2 mZj and jm`1`2eloose 
mZj. Here `1 and `2 are the leptons which form the Z1 candidate and eloose is the additional
electron passing the loose selection.
The expected number of reducible background events in the signal region can then be
written as:
N reducibleSR = rOS/SS
N2P2LSSX
i
~f i3
~f i4 ; (7.2)
where the ratio rOS/SS between the number of events in the 2P2LOS and 2P2LSS control
regions is obtained from simulation. The 2P2LOS region is dened analogously to the
2P2LSS region but with an OS requirement for the additional pair of loose leptons.
7.2.3 Prediction and uncertainties
The predicted yield in the signal region of the reducible background from the two methods
are in agreement within their statistical uncertainties, and since they are mutually inde-
pendent, the results of the two methods are combined. The nal estimate is obtained by
weighting the individual mean values of both methods according to their corresponding
variances. The shape of the m4` distribution for the reducible background is obtained by
combining the prediction from the OS and SS methods and tting the distributions with
empirical functional forms built from Landau [68] and exponential distributions.
The dominant systematic uncertainty in the reducible background estimation arises
from the limited number of events in the control regions as well as in the region where the
misidentication rate is applied. Additional sources of systematic uncertainty, estimated
using simulated samples, come from the fact that the composition of the regions used to
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compute the misidentication rates typically diers from that of control regions where
they are applied. The subdominant systematic uncertainty in the m4` shape is determined
by taking the envelope of dierences among the shapes from the OS and SS methods in
the three dierent nal states. The combined systematic uncertainty is estimated to be
about 40%.
8 Signal modeling
The signal shape of a narrow resonance around mH  125 GeV is parametrized using
a double-sided Crystal Ball function. The signal shape is parametrized as a function
of mH by performing a simultaneous t of several mass points for gg ! H production
around 125 GeV. Each parameter of the double-sided Crystal Ball function is given a linear
dependence on mH for a total of 12 free parameters. Of these parameters, 10 are left free in
the simultaneous ts. The parameters that control the prominence of the tails in the two
Crystal Ball functions are forced to have a unique value at all mH values, to remove large
correlations and because they are constant within the uncertainty. This parameterization,
derived separately for each 4` nal state, is found to provide a good description of the
resonant part of the signal for all production modes and event categories. An additional
non-resonant contribution from WH, ZH, and ttH production arises when one of the leptons
from the Higgs boson decay is lost or is not selected. This contribution is modeled by a
Landau distribution which is added to the total probability density function for those
production modes.
For the measurement of the width the signal shape for a broad resonance around
mH  125 GeV is parameterized in the following way. First, the gluon fusion or electroweak
(VBF and VH) signal production is treated jointly with the corresponding background and
their interference as:
P i(m4`;mH; H) = i P isig(m4`;mH; H) + P ibkg(m4`) +
p
iPint(m4`;mH; H); (8.1)
where i is the signal strength in the production type i, gluon fusion or electroweak, and the
small ttH contribution is treated jointly with gluon fusion. The general parameterization of
the probability density function in eq. (8.1) is based on the framework of mcfm + jhugen +
hnnlo within mela. The ideal parameterization is based on the matrix element calculation
with the H boson propagator removed from the cross section scans as a function of m4`. The
propagator is included analytically with mH and  H as unconstrained parameters of the
model. Detector eects are included via the multiplicative eciency function E(m4`) and
convolution for the mass resolution R(m4`jmtruth4` ), both extracted from the full simulation
in the same way as for the narrow resonance discussed above. The resulting distribution is
Preco(m4`) =

E(mtruth4` )P(mtruth4` ;mH; H)


R(m4`jmtruth4` ): (8.2)
9 Systematic uncertainties
The experimental uncertainties common to all measurements include the uncertainty in the
integrated luminosity measurement (2.5%) [69] and the uncertainty in the lepton identica-
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Figure 2. Dierence between the Z ! `` mass peak positions in data (mpeakdata ) and simulation
(mpeakMC ) normalized by the nominal Z boson mass (mZ), as a function of the pT and jj of one of
the leptons regardless of the second for electrons (left) and muons (right).
tion and reconstruction eciency (ranging from 2.5 to 9% on the overall event yield for the
4 and 4e channels), which aect both signal and background. Experimental uncertainties
in the reducible background estimation, described in section 7.2, vary between 36% (4)
and 43% (4e).
The uncertainty in the lepton energy scale, which is the dominant source of systematic
uncertainty in the Higgs boson mass measurement, is determined by considering the Z ! ``
mass distributions in data and simulation. Events are separated into categories based on
the pT and  of one of the two leptons, selected randomly, and integrating over the other.
A Breit-Wigner parameterization convolved with a double-sided Crystal Ball function is
then t to the dilepton mass distributions. The osets in the measured peak position with
respect to the nominal Z boson mass in data and simulation are extracted, and the results
are shown in gure 2. In the case of electrons, since the same data set is used to derive and
validate the momentum scale corrections, the size of the corrections is taken into account
for the nal value of the uncertainty. The 4` mass scale uncertainty is determined to be
0.04%, 0.3%, and 0.1% for the 4, 4e, and 2e2 channels, respectively. The uncertainty in
the 4` mass resolution coming from the uncertainty in the per-lepton energy resolution is
20%, as described in section 5.
Theoretical uncertainties that aect both the signal and background estimation in-
clude uncertainties from the renormalization and the factorization scales and the choice of
the PDF set. The uncertainty from the renormalization and factorization scale is deter-
mined by varying these scales between 0.5 and 2 times their nominal value while keeping
their ratio between 0.5 and 2. The uncertainty from the PDF set is determined following
the PDF4LHC recommendations [70]. An additional uncertainty of 10% in the K factor
used for the gg ! ZZ prediction is applied as described in section 7.1. A systematic un-
certainty of 2% [34] in the H ! 4` branching fraction only aects the signal yield. The
theoretical uncertainties in the background yield are included for all measurements, while
the theoretical uncertainties in the overall signal yield are not included in the measurement
uncertainties when cross sections, rather than signal strength modiers, are extracted.
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Figure 3. Distribution of the reconstructed four-lepton invariant mass m4` in the full mass range
(left) and the low-mass range (right). Points with error bars represent the data and stacked his-
tograms represent expected signal and background distributions. The SM Higgs boson signal with
mH = 125 GeV, denoted as H(125), and the ZZ backgrounds are normalized to the SM expectation,
whilst the Z+X background is normalized to the estimation from data. The order in perturbation
theory used for the normalization of the irreducible backgrounds is described in section 7.1. No
events are observed with m4` > 1 TeV.
In the case of the measurements which use event categorization, experimental and the-
oretical uncertainties that account for possible migration of signal and background events
between categories are included. The main sources of uncertainty in the event categoriza-
tion include the renormalization and factorization scales, PDF set, and the modeling of
the fragmentation, hadronization, and the underlying event. These uncertainties amount
to 4{20% for the signal and 3{20% for the background, depending on the category, and are
largest for the prediction of the gg ! H yield in the VBF-2jet-tagged category. Additional
uncertainties come from the imprecise knowledge of the jet energy scale (from 2% for the
gg! H yield in the untagged category to 15% for the gg ! H yield in the VBF-2jet-tagged
category) and b tagging eciency and mistag rate (up to 6% in the ttH-tagged category).
10 Results
The reconstructed four-lepton invariant mass distribution is shown in gure 3 for the sum
of the 4e, 4, and 2e2 channels, and compared with the expectations from signal and
background processes. The error bars on the data points correspond to the so-called
Garwood condence intervals at 68% condence level (CL) [71]. The observed distribution
agrees with the expectation within the statistical uncertainties over the whole spectrum.
In gure 4, the reconstructed four-lepton invariant mass distributions are split by event
category, for the low-mass range.
The number of candidates observed in data and the expected yields for the backgrounds
and the Higgs boson signal after the full event selection are reported in table 1 for m4` >
70 GeV. Table 2 shows the expected and observed yields for each of the seven event
categories and their total.
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Figure 4. Distribution of the reconstructed four-lepton invariant mass in the seven event categories
for the low-mass range. (Top left) untagged category. (Top right) VBF-1jet-tagged category.
(Center left) VBF-2jet-tagged category. (Center right) VH-hadronic-tagged category. (Bottom
left) VH-leptonic-tagged category. (Bottom middle) VH-EmissT -tagged category. (Bottom right)
ttH-tagged category. Points with error bars represent the data and stacked histograms represent
expected signal and background distributions. The SM Higgs boson signal with mH = 125 GeV,
denoted as H(125), and the ZZ backgrounds are normalized to the SM expectation, whilst the Z+X
background is normalized to the estimation from data. For the categories other than the untagged
category, the SM Higgs boson signal is separated into two components: the production mode that
is targeted by the specic category, and other production modes, where the gluon fusion dominates.
The order in perturbation theory used for the normalization of the irreducible backgrounds is
described in section 7.1.
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Channel 4e 4 2e2 4`
qq! ZZ 193+19 20 360+25 27 471+33 36 1024+69 76
gg! ZZ 41:2+6:3 6:1 69:0+9:5 9:0 102+14 13 212+29 27
Z+X 21:1+8:5 10:4 34
+14
 13 60
+27
 25 115
+32
 30
Sum of backgrounds 255+24 25 463
+32
 34 633
+44
 46 1351
+86
 91
Signal 12:0+1:3 1:4 23:6 2:1 30:0 2:6 65:7 5:6
Total expected 267+25 26 487
+33
 35 663
+46
 47 1417
+89
 94
Observed 293 505 681 1479
Table 1. The numbers of expected background and signal events and the number of observed
candidate events after the full selection, for each nal state, for m4` > 70 GeV. The signal and
ZZ backgrounds are estimated from simulation, while the Z+X event yield is estimated from data.
Uncertainties include statistical and systematic sources.
Event category
Untagged VBF-1j VBF-2j VH-hadr. VH-lept. VH-EmissT ttH Inclusive
qq! ZZ 19.18 2.00 0.25 0.30 0.27 0.01 0.01 22.01
gg! ZZ 1.67 0.31 0.05 0.02 0.04 0.01 <0.0 2.09
Z+X 10.79 0.88 0.78 0.31 0.17 0.30 0.27 13.52
Sum of backgrounds 31.64 3.18 1.08 0.63 0.49 0.32 0.28 37.62
uncertainties +4:30 3:42
+0:37
 0:32
+0:29
 0:21
+0:13
 0:09
+0:07
 0:07
+0:14
 0:11
+0:09
 0:07
+5:19
 4:18
gg! H 38.78 8.31 2.04 1.41 0.08 0.02 0.10 50.74
VBF 1.08 1.14 2.09 0.09 0.02 <0.01 0.02 4.44
WH 0.43 0.14 0.05 0.30 0.21 0.03 0.02 1.18
ZH 0.41 0.11 0.04 0.24 0.04 0.07 0.02 0.93
ttH 0.08 <0.01 0.02 0.03 0.02 <0.01 0.35 0.50
Signal 40.77 9.69 4.24 2.08 0.38 0.11 0.51 57.79
uncertainties +3:69 3:62
+1:13
 1:17
+0:55
 0:55
+0:23
 0:23
+0:03
 0:03
+0:01
 0:02
+0:06
 0:06
+4:89
 4:80
Total expected 72.41 12.88 5.32 2.71 0.86 0.43 0.79 95.41
uncertainties +7:35 6:27
+1:25
 1:21
+0:78
 0:65
+0:34
 0:28
+0:10
 0:09
+0:15
 0:12
+0:14
 0:12
+9:86
 8:32
Observed 73 13 4 2 1 1 0 94
Table 2. The numbers of expected background and signal events and the number of observed
candidate events after the full selection, for each event category, for the mass range 118 < m4` <
130 GeV. The yields are given for the dierent production modes. The signal and ZZ backgrounds
yields are estimated from simulation, while the Z+X yield is estimated from data.
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Figure 5. Distribution of the Z1 (left) and Z2 (middle) reconstructed invariant masses and two-
dimensional distribution of these two variables (right) in the mass region 118 < m4` < 130 GeV. The
stacked histograms and the gray scale represent the expected signal and background distributions,
and points represent the data. The SM Higgs boson signal with mH = 125 GeV, denoted as H(125),
and the ZZ backgrounds are normalized to the SM expectation, whilst the Z+X background is
normalized to the estimation from data. The order in perturbation theory used for the normalization
of the irreducible backgrounds is described in section 7.1.
The reconstructed dilepton invariant masses for the selected Z1 and Z2 candidates are
shown in gure 5 for 118 < m4` < 130 GeV, along with their correlation. Figure 6 shows the
correlation between the kinematic discriminant Dkinbkg with the four-lepton invariant mass,
the two variables used in the likelihood t to extract the results (see section 10.1). The gray
scale represents the expected combined relative density of the ZZ background and the Higgs
boson signal. The points show the data and the measured four-lepton mass uncertainties
Dmass as horizontal bars. Dierent marker colors and styles are used to denote the nal
state and the categorization of the events, respectively. This distribution shows that the
two observed events around 125 GeV in the VH-EmissT -tagged and ttH-tagged categories
(empty star and square markers) have low values of Dkinbkg, implying that these events are
more compatible with the background than the signal hypothesis. The distribution of the
discriminants used for event categorization and the corresponding working point values are
shown in gure 7.
10.1 Signal strength modiers
To extract the signal strength modier we perform a multi-dimensional t that relies on
two variables: the four-lepton invariant mass m4` and the Dkinbkg discriminant. We dene
the two-dimensional likelihood function as:
L2D(m4`;Dkinbkg) = L(m4`)L(Dkinbkgjm4`): (10.1)
The mass dimension is unbinned and uses the model described in section 8. The conditional
term is implemented by creating a two-dimensional template of m4` vs. Dkinbkg normalized
to 1 for each bin of m4`. Based on the seven event categories and the three nal states (4e,
4, 2e2), the (m4`;Dkinbkg) unbinned distributions are split into 21 categories.
A simultaneous t to all categories is performed to extract the signal strength modier.
The relative fraction of 4e, 4, and 2e2 signal events is xed to the SM prediction.
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Figure 6. Distribution of Dkinbkg versus m4` in the mass region 100 < m4` < 170 GeV. The gray
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mH = 125 GeV. The points show the data and the horizontal bars represent Dmass. Dierent marker
colors and styles are used to denote nal state and the categorization of the events, respectively.
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Figure 7. Distribution of categorization discriminants in the mass region 118 < m4` < 130 GeV.
(Left) D2 jet . (Middle) D1 jet . (Right) DVH = max(DWH ,DZH ). Points with error bars represent
the data and stacked histograms represent expected signal and background distributions. The SM
Higgs boson signal with mH = 125 GeV, denoted as H(125), and the ZZ backgrounds are normalized
to the SM expectation, whilst the Z+X background is normalized to the estimation from data. The
vertical gray dashed lines denote the working points used in the event categorization. The SM
Higgs boson signal is separated into two components: the production mode that is targeted by the
specic discriminant, and other production modes, where the gluon fusion dominates. The order
in perturbation theory used for the normalization of the irreducible backgrounds is described in
section 7.1.
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Inclusive ggH VBF VHhad VHlep ttH
Expected 1:00+0:15 0:14 (stat)
+0:10
 0:08 (syst) 1:00
+0:23
 0:21 1:00
+1:25
 0:97 1:00
+3:96
 1:00 1:00
+3:76
 1:00 1:00
+3:23
 1:00
Observed 1:05+0:15 0:14 (stat)
+0:11
 0:09 (syst) 1:20
+0:22
 0:21 0:05
+1:03
 0:05 0:00
+2:83
 0:00 0:00
+2:66
 0:00 0:00
+1:19
 0:00
Table 3. Expected and observed signal strength modiers.
Systematic uncertainties are included in the form of nuisance parameters and the results are
obtained using an asymptotic approach with a test statistic based on the prole likelihood
ratio [72, 73]. The individual contributions of statistical and systematic uncertainties
are separated by performing a likelihood scan removing the systematic uncertainties to
determine the statistical uncertainty. The systematic uncertainty is then taken as the
dierence in quadrature between the total uncertainty and the statistical uncertainty. At
the ATLAS and CMS Run 1 combined mass value of mH = 125:09 GeV, the signal strength
modier is  = 1:05 +0:15 0:14 (stat)
+0:11
 0:09 (syst) = 1:05
+0:19
 0:17. It is compared to the measurement
for each of the seven event categories in gure 8 (top left). The observed values are
consistent with the SM prediction of  = 1 within the uncertainties. The dominant sources
of experimental systematic uncertainty are the uncertainties in the lepton identication
eciencies and integrated luminosity measurement, while the dominant theoretical sources
are the uncertainty in the total gluon fusion cross section as well as the uncertainty in the
category migration for the gluon fusion process. The contributions to the total uncertainty
from experimental and theoretical sources are found to be similar in magnitude.
A t is performed for ve signal strength modiers (ggH, VBF, VHhad, VHlep, and
ttH, all constrained to positive values) that control the contributions of the main SM
Higgs boson production modes. The WH and ZH processes are merged, and then split
based on the decay of the associated vector boson into either hadronic decays (VHhad) or
leptonic decays (VHlep). The results are reported in gure 8 (top right) and compared to
the expected signal strength modiers in table 3. The expected uncertainties are evaluated
by generating an Asimov data set [73], which is a representative event sample that pro-
vides both the median expectation for an experimental result and its expected statistical
variation, in the asymptotic approximation. The coverage of the quoted intervals has been
veried for a subset of results using the Feldman-Cousins method [74]. The low observed
signal strengths for the VBF, VH, and ttH processes can be explained by the mild ex-
cess in the untagged category, which leads to a higher than expected signal strength for
the gg ! H process that contributes signicantly to the total signal yield in categories
that are based on the hadronic activity in the event. In the categories that are not based
on hadronic event activity, events with m4` near 125 GeV have low Dkinbkg values, and are
therefore more compatible with the background than the signal hypothesis.
Two signal strength modiers ggH; ttH and VBF;VH are introduced as scale factors for
the fermion- and vector-boson induced contribution to the expected SM cross section. A
two-parameter t is performed simultaneously to all categories assuming a mass of mH =
125:09 GeV, leading to the measurements of ggH; ttH = 1:19
+0:21
 0:20 and VBF;VH = 0:00
+0:81
 0:00.
The 68% and 95% CL contours in the (ggH; ttH; VBF;VH) plane are shown in gure 8
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Figure 8. (Top left) Observed values of the signal strength modier  = =SM for the seven
event categories, compared to the combined  shown as a vertical line. The horizontal bars and the
lled band indicate the  1 uncertainties. (Top right) Results of likelihood scans for the signal
strength modiers corresponding to the main SM Higgs boson production modes, compared to the
combined  shown as a vertical line. The horizontal bars and the lled band indicate the  1
uncertainties. The uncertainties include both statistical and systematic sources. (Bottom) Result
of the 2D likelihood scan for the ggH; ttH and VBF;VH signal strength modiers. The solid and
dashed contours show the 68% and 95% CL regions, respectively. The cross indicates the best t
values, and the diamond represents the expected values for the SM Higgs boson.
(bottom). The SM predictions of ggH; ttH = 1 and VBF;VH = 1 lie within the 68% CL
regions of this measurement.
10.2 Cross section measurements
In this section we present various measurements of the cross section for Higgs boson pro-
duction. First we show cross section measurements for ve SM Higgs boson production
processes (ggH, VBF, VHhad, VHlep, and ttH) in a simplied ducial volume dened
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Figure 9. Results of the t for simplied template cross sections for the `stage-0 subprocesses',
normalized to the SM predictions. The grey bands indicate the theoretical uncertainties in the SM
predictions. The orange error bars show the full uncertainty, including experimental uncertainties
and theoretical uncertainties causing migration of events between the various categories. See ref. [34]
for further details of this approach.
using a selection on the Higgs boson rapidity jyHj < 2:5. Outside of this volume the anal-
ysis has a negligible acceptance. The separation of the production processes is achieved
through the categorization of events described in section 6. This measurement corresponds
to the `stage-0' simplied template cross sections from ref. [34]. This approach allows one to
reduce the dependence of the measurements on the theoretical uncertainties in the SM pre-
dictions, avoiding extrapolation of the measurements to the full phase space which carries
nontrivial or sizeable theoretical uncertainties. The measured cross sections, normalized
to the SM prediction [34], which is denoted as theo, are shown in gure 9. The dominant
sources of experimental systematic uncertainty are the same as in the measurement of the
signal strength modier, while the dominant theoretical source is the uncertainty in the
category migration for the gluon fusion process.
The cross section for the production and decay pp! H! 4` in a tight ducial phase
space is also presented. This measurement has minimal dependence on the assumptions
of the relative fraction or kinematic distributions of the separate production modes. The
denition of the generator-level ducial volume, chosen to match closely the reconstruction-
level selection, is very similar to the denition used in ref. [22]. The dierences with respect
to ref. [22] are that leptons are dened as \dressed" leptons, as opposed to Born-level
leptons, and the lepton isolation criterion is updated to match the reconstruction-level
selection. Leptons are \dressed" by adding the four-momenta of photons within R < 0:3
to the bare leptons, and leptons are considered isolated if the scalar sum of transverse
momenta of all stable particles, excluding electrons, muons, and neutrinos, within R < 0:3
from the lepton is less than 0:35pT (GeV). For the measurement of dierential cross sections
related to jet observables, only well measured central jets with pT > 30 GeV and jj < 2:5
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Lepton kinematics and isolation
Leading lepton pT pT > 20 GeV
Subleading lepton pT pT > 10 GeV
Additional electrons (muons) pT pT > 7 (5) GeV
Pseudorapidity of electrons (muons) jj < 2:5 (2:4)
Sum pT of all stable particles within R < 0:3 from lepton <0:35pT
Event topology
Existence of at least two same-avor OS lepton pairs, where leptons satisfy criteria above
Invariant mass of the Z1 candidate 40 < mZ1 < 120 GeV
Invariant mass of the Z2 candidate 12 < mZ2 < 120 GeV
Distance between selected four leptons R(`i; `j) > 0:02 for any i 6= j
Invariant mass of any opposite-sign lepton pair m`+`0  > 4 GeV
Invariant mass of the selected four leptons 105 < m4` < 140 GeV
Table 4. Summary of requirements and selections used in the denition of the ducial phase space
for the pp! H! 4` cross section measurements.
are considered in both the ducial and reconstruction-level selections. To simplify the
denition of the ducial volume, the Dkinbkg discriminant is not used to select the ZZ candidate
at the generator level. Instead the Z1 candidate is chosen to be the one with m(Z1) closest
to the nominal Z boson mass, and in cases where multiple Z2 candidates satisfy all criteria,
the pair of leptons with the highest sum of the transverse momenta is chosen. The same
candidate selection is also used at the reconstruction level for the ducial cross section
measurements to align the reconstruction- and ducial-level selections as closely as possible.
The full denition of the ducial volume is detailed in table 4 and the acceptance Ad for
various SM production modes is given in table 5.
A maximum likelihood t of the signal and background parameterizations to the ob-
served 4` mass distribution, Nobs(m4`), is performed to extract the integrated ducial cross
section d for pp ! H ! 4`. The t is done without any event categorization targeting
dierent production modes and does not use the Dkinbkg observable to minimize the model
dependence. The t is performed simultaneously in all nal states assuming a Higgs bo-
son mass of mH = 125:09 GeV, and the branching fraction of the Higgs boson decays to
dierent nal states (4e; 4; 2e2) is allowed to oat.
The number of expected events in each nal state f and in each bin i of an observable
considered is expressed as a function of m4` as:
N f;iexp(m4`) = N
f;i
d(m4`) +N
f;i
nond(m4`) +N
f;i
nonres(m4`) +N
f;i
bkg(m4`)
=
X
j
fi;j

1 + f f;inond

f;jd LPres(m4`)
+N f;inonres Pnonres(m4`) +N f;ibkg Pbkg(m4`):
(10.2)
The shape of the resonant signal contribution, Pres(m4`), is modelled by a double-sided
Crystal Ball function, as described in section 8, and the normalization is proportional to the
ducial cross section. The non-resonant contribution from WH, ZH, and ttH production,
Nnonres, is modeled by a Landau distribution, Pnonres(m4`), whose shape parameters are
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Signal process Ad  fnond (1 + fnond)
gg!H (powheg) 0.398  0.001 0.592  0.001 0.049  0.001 0.621  0.001
VBF (powheg) 0.445  0.001 0.601  0.002 0.038  0.001 0.624  0.002
WH (powheg minlo) 0.314  0.001 0.577  0.002 0.068  0.001 0.616  0.002
ZH (powheg minlo) 0.342  0.002 0.592  0.003 0.071  0.002 0.634  0.003
ttH (powheg) 0.311  0.002 0.572  0.003 0.136  0.003 0.650  0.004
Table 5. Summary of the fraction of signal events for dierent SM signal production modes within
the ducial phase space (acceptance Ad), reconstruction eciency () for signal events from within
the ducial phase space, and ratio of reconstructed events which are from outside the ducial phase
space to reconstructed events which are from within the ducial phase space (fnond). For all
production modes the values given are for mH = 125 GeV. Also shown in the last column is the
factor (1 + fnond) which regulates the signal yield for a given ducial cross section, as shown in
eq. (10.2). The uncertainties listed are statistical only. The theoretical uncertainty in Ad for the
SM is less than 1%.
constrained in the t to be within a range determined from signal samples with full detector
simulation and is treated as a background in this measurement.
The fi;j factor represents the detector response matrix that maps the number of ex-
pected events in a given observable bin j at the ducial level to the number of expected
events in the bin i at the reconstruction level. This response matrix is measured using
signal samples with full detector simulation and corrected for residual dierences between
data and simulation. This procedure accounts for the unfolding of detector eects from
the observed distributions and is the same as in refs. [75] and [22]. In the case of the
integrated ducial cross section measurement the eciencies reduce to single values, which
for dierent SM production modes are listed in table 5.
An additional resonant contribution arises from events which are reconstructed, but do
not originate from the ducial phase space, Nnond. These events are due to detector eects
that cause dierences between the quantities used for the ducial phase space denition
and the analogous quantities at the reconstruction level. This contribution is treated
as background and is referred to as the \nonducial signal" contribution. The shape of
these events is veried using signal samples with full detector simulation to be identical
to the shape of the ducial signal, and its normalization is xed to be a fraction of the
ducial signal component. The value of this fraction, which we denote as fnond, has
been determined from signal samples with full detector simulation for each of the signal
production modes studied. The value of fnond for dierent signal production modes is
shown in table 5.
The results are compared to the predictions obtained from powheg and nnlops [76]
which have NLO and NNLO accuracy in pQCD for inclusive distributions, respectively. In
both cases the total gluon fusion cross section is taken from ref. [35].
The integrated ducial cross section is measured to be d =
2:92 +0:48 0:44 (stat)
+0:28
 0:24 (syst) fb. This can be compared to the SM expectation ob-
tained from nnlops of SMd = 2:76  0:14 fb. The integrated ducial cross section as a
function of
p
s is also shown in gure 10. The compatibility of the integrated ducial
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cross sections measured in the 4e, 4, and 2e2 nal states with the SM prediction is
estimated using a likelihood ratio with the three cross sections at their best t values in
the numerator and the three cross sections xed to the SM predictions in the denominator.
The compatibility, dened as the asymptotic p-value of the t, is found to be 88%.
The measured dierential cross section results for pT(H), N(jets), and pT(jet) of the
leading associated jet can also be seen in gure 10. The dominant sources of systematic
uncertainty are the experimental uncertainties in the lepton identication eciencies and
integrated luminosity measurement, and the theoretical sources of uncertainty are found
to be subdominant. To estimate the model dependence of the measurement, the unfolding
procedure is repeated using dierent response matrices created by varying the relative
fraction of each SM production mode within its experimental constraints. The uncertainty
is determined to be negligible with respect to the experimental systematic uncertainties.
10.3 Higgs boson mass measurement
In this section we show the results of the measurement of the mass of the resonance, using
additional information in the likelihood t with respect to the signal strength and cross
section measurements.
To improve the four-lepton invariant mass resolution, a kinematic t is performed using
a mass constraint on the intermediate Z resonance. Previous studies [14] of the Higgs boson
mass show that the selected Z1 has a signicant on-shell component, while the invariant
mass distribution for the selected Z2 is wider than the detector resolution. Therefore only
the Z1 candidate is considered when performing the kinematic constraint.
The likelihood to be maximized is constructed as follows:
L(p^1T; p^2Tjp1T; p1T ; p
2
T; p2T
) = Gauss(p1Tjp^1T; p1T) Gauss(p
2
Tjp^2T; p2T)L(m12jmZ;mH); (10.3)
where p1T and a
2 are the reconstructed transverse momenta of the two leptons forming the
Z1 candidate, p1T
and p2T
are the corresponding per-lepton resolutions, p^1T and p^
2
T are the
retted transverse momenta, and m12 is the invariant mass calculated from the retted
four-momenta. The term L(m12jmZ;mH) is the mass constraint term. For a Higgs boson
mass near 125 GeV, the selected Z1 is not always on-shell, so a Breit-Wigner shape does not
perfectly describe the Z1 shape at the generator level. We therefore choose L(m12jmZ;mH)
to be the m(Z1) shape at the generator level from the SM Higgs boson sample with mH =
125 GeV, where the same algorithm for selecting the Z1 and Z2 candidates, as described in
section 4, is used. For each event, the likelihood is maximized and the retted transverse
momenta are used to recalculate the four-lepton mass and mass uncertainty, which are
denoted as m04` and D0mass, respectively. These distributions are then used to build the
likelihood used to extract the Higgs boson mass.
The 1D likelihood scans vs. mH, while proling the signal strength modier 
along with all other nuisance parameters for the 1D L(m04`), 2D L(m04`;D0mass), and 3D
L(m04`;D0mass;Dkinbkg) ts, including the m(Z1) constraint, are shown in gure 11. All sys-
tematic uncertainties described in section 9 are included. When estimating separately the
systematic and statistical uncertainties, the signal strength is proled in the likelihood
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Figure 10. The measured ducial cross section as a function of
p
s (top left). The acceptance is
calculated using nnlops at
p
s = 13 TeV and hres [39, 40] at
p
s = 7 and 8 TeV and the total
cross sections and uncertainties are taken from ref. [34]. The ducial volume for
p
s = 7 and 8 TeV
uses the lepton isolation denition from ref. [22], while for
p
s = 13 TeV the denition described
in the text is used. The results of the dierential cross section measurements are shown for pT(H)
(top right), N(jets) (bottom left) and pT(jet) of the leading associated jet (bottom right). The
acceptance and theoretical uncertainties in the dierential bins are calculated using powheg and
nnlops. The subdominant component of the signal (VBF + VH + ttH) is denoted as XH. In the
dierential cross section measurement for pT(H), the last bin represents the integrated cross section
for pT(H) > 200 GeV and is scaled by 1/50 for presentation purposes. No events are observed with
pT(H) > 200 GeV.
scan with the systematic uncertainties removed, so that its uncertainty is included in the
statistical uncertainty. As in the measurement of the signal strengths, the relative fraction
of 4e, 4, and 2e2 signal events is xed to the SM prediction. If the relative fractions are
allowed to oat, the change in the tted mass value is much smaller than the uncertainty.
The best t masses and the expected increase in the uncertainty relative to the 3D t
with the m(Z1) constraint for each of the six ts are shown in table 6. The nominal result for
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the mass measurement is obtained from the 3D t with the m(Z1) constraint, for which the
tted value of mH in the three subchannels is m
4
H = 124:94 0:25 (stat) 0:08 (syst) GeV,
m4eH = 124:37  0:62 (stat)  0:38 (syst) GeV, and m2e2H = 125:95  0:32 (stat) 
0:14 (syst) GeV leading to a combined value mH = 125:260:20 (stat)0:08 (syst) GeV. The
systematic uncertainty in the mass measurement is completely dominated by the uncer-
tainty in the lepton momentum scale. The expected uncertainty in the mass measurement
using the 3D t with the m(Z1) constraint is evaluated with two Asimov data sets. The
\pret" expected uncertainty is 0:24 (stat)0:09 (syst) GeV. Here mH = 125 GeV,  = 1,
and all nuisance parameters are xed to their nominal values. The \postt" expected un-
certainty with mH, , and all nuisance parameters xed to their best-t estimates from the
data is 0:23 (stat)0:08 (syst) GeV. The probability of the \pret" uncertainty being less
than or equal to the observed value is determined from an ensemble of pseudo-experiments
to be about 18%. The mutual compatibility of the mH results from the three individ-
ual channels is tested using a likelihood ratio with three masses in the numerator and a
common mass in the denominator, and thus two degrees of freedom. The signal strength
is proled in both the numerator and denominator. The resulting compatibility, dened
as the asymptotic p-value of the t, is 2.5%. The tension between the three individual
channels is driven by the dierence between the 4 and 2e2 channels, where the compat-
ibility of the 1D mass measurements without the m(Z1) constraint is 8%. In the 1D mass
measurement the main potential source of systematic bias is the lepton momentum scale;
this possibility is disfavored by the fact that the measured mass in the 2e2 channel is not
in between the measurements in the 4e and 4 channels. This bias has also been checked
by performing the 1D mass measurements without the m(Z1) constraint using Z ! 4`
events, and the resulting mass is measured to be m4Z = 90:850:27 (stat)0:04 (syst) GeV,
m4eZ = 90:850:74 (stat)0:28 (syst) GeV, and m2e2Z = 90:610:48 (stat)0:10 (syst) GeV
leading to a combined value mZ = 90:84 0:23 (stat) 0:07 (syst) GeV. The compatibility
with the nominal Z-boson mass from ref. [57] is 14% and the mutual compatibility between
the three individual channels is 90%. The modelling of the event-by-event mass uncertain-
ties is a possible source of systematic bias in the 2D and 3D measurements. It is checked
by performing a Kolmogorov-Smirnov compatibility test of the expected and observed dis-
tributions in an expanded m4` range yielding p-values of 10% for the 2e2 channel, 55%
for the 4e channel, and 94% for the 4 channel.
10.4 Measurement of the Higgs boson width using on-shell production
In this section, we describe a model-independent measurement of the width performed
using the m4` distribution in the range 105 < m4` < 140 GeV. This measurement is
limited by the four-lepton invariant mass resolution and is therefore sensitive to a width
of about 1 GeV. Therefore, we take into account the interference between the signal and
background production of the 4` nal state in this analysis.
An unbinned maximum likelihood t to the m4` distribution is performed. The
strengths of fermion and vector boson induced couplings are independent and are left
unconstrained in the t. By splitting events into two categories, namely those with a VBF-
like two-jet topology and the rest, it is possible to constrain the two sets of couplings. The
general parameterization of the probability density function is described in section 8.
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Figure 11. Left: 1D likelihood scans as a function of the Higgs boson mass for the 1D, 2D, and
3D measurement. Right: 1D likelihood scans as a function of mass for the dierent nal states
and the combination of all nal states for the 3D mass measurement. The likelihood scans are
shown for the mass measurement using the retted mass distribution with the m(Z1) constraint.
Solid lines represent scans with all uncertainties included, dashed lines those with only statistical
uncertainties.
No m(Z1) constraint 3D: L(m4`;Dmass;Dkinbkg) 2D: L(m4`;Dmass) 1D: L(m4`)
Expected mH uncertainty change +8:1% +11% +21%
Observed mH (GeV) 125.280:22 125.360:24 125.390:25
With m(Z1) constraint 3D: L(m04`;D0mass;Dkinbkg) 2D: L(m04`;D0mass) 1D: L(m04`)
Expected mH uncertainty change | +3:2% +11%
Observed mH (GeV) 125.260:21 125.300:21 125.340:23
Table 6. Best t values for the mass of the Higgs boson measured in the 4` nal states, with the
1D, 2D, and 3D t, respectively, as described in the text. All mass values are given in GeV. The
uncertainties include both the statistical and systematic components. The expected mH uncertainty
change shows the change in the expected precision on the measurement for the dierent t scenarios,
relative to 3D L(m04`;D0mass;Dkinbkg).
The joint constraint on the width  H and mass mH of the Higgs boson is shown in
gure 12 (left). Figure 12 (right) shows the likelihood as a function of  H with the mH
parameter unconstrained. The width is constrained to be  H < 1:10 GeV at 95% CL.
The observed and expected results are summarized in table 7 and are consistent with the
expected detector resolution. The dominant sources of uncertainty are the uncertainty
in the lepton momentum scale when determining the mass and the uncertainty in the
four-lepton mass resolution when determining the width.
11 Summary
The rst results on Higgs boson production in the four-lepton nal state at
p
s = 13 TeV
have been presented, using 35:9 fb 1 of pp collisions collected by the CMS experiment at the
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Figure 12. (Left) Observed likelihood scan of mH and  H using the signal range 105 < m4` <
140 GeV. (Right) Observed and expected likelihood scan of  H using the signal range 105 < m4` <
140 GeV, with mH proled.
Parameter m4` range Expected Observed
 H (GeV) [105; 140] 0:00
+0:75
 0:00 [0:00; 1:60] 0:00
+0:41
 0:00 [0:00; 1:10]
Table 7. Summary of allowed 68% CL (central values with uncertainties) and 95% CL (ranges in
square brackets) intervals on the width  H of the Higgs boson. The expected results are quoted for
the SM signal production cross section (VBF;VH = ggH;ttH = 1) and the values of mH = 125 GeV.
In the observed results VBF;VH and ggH;ttH are left unconstrained in the t.
LHC. The signal strength modier , dened as the ratio of the observed Higgs boson rate
in the H! ZZ! 4` decay channel to the standard model expectation, is measured to be
 = 1:05 +0:15 0:14 (stat)
+0:11
 0:09 (syst) = 1:05
+0:19
 0:17 atmH = 125:09 GeV, the combined ATLAS and
CMS measurement of the Higgs boson mass. Two signal strength modiers associated with
the fermion- and vector-boson induced contributions to the expected standard model cross
section are measured to be ggH; ttH = 1:19
+0:21
 0:20 and VBF;VH = 0:00
+0:81
 0:00, respectively. The
cross section at
p
s = 13 TeV in a ducial phase space dened to match the experimental
acceptance in terms of the lepton kinematics and event topology, predicted in the standard
model to be 2:76  0:14 fb, is measured to be 2:92 +0:48 0:44 (stat) +0:28 0:24 (syst) fb. Dierential
cross sections are reported as a function of the transverse momentum of the Higgs boson,
the number of associated jets, and the transverse momentum of the leading associated
jet. The mass is measured to be mH = 125:26  0:20 (stat)  0:08 (syst) GeV and the
width is constrained to be  H < 1:10 GeV at 95% condence level. The production and
decay properties of the Higgs boson are consistent, within their uncertainties, with the
expectations for the standard model Higgs boson.
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